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“There is no wrong use of language; 
 there is just use of language.”



Microsoft’s twitter-bot Tay

…but within 24 hours:



Microsoft’s CaptionBot
“man and a dog on a rocky beach” “open laptop computer sitting on table” “car driving down street next to traffic light”

“man in a suit and tie talking on  
a cell phone” “close up of two giraffes near a tree” “cat sitting on a table”



Leon Bottou’s keynote talk @ ICML’15

Topic of talk: key challenges in machine learning.

The main experimental paradigm used in machine learning 
is that of supervised learning.
When training data does not match the operational 
conditions of a system, all guarantees are gone. 

This is an issue especially when building large, 
complicated systems, which rely on abstractions.
Core of the issue: the supervised learning paradigm 
reduces a task (such as computer vision task or NLP 
task) to a statistical problem.
Conclusion: we might have to rethink the way we do 
experiments and our performance metrics.



Example: recognizing car in image
training samples:

car?



Possible Solution ?



The Reinforcement Learning Setting

Goal of agent: maximize the sum of rewards



‘Knowledge = Predictions’

“All knowledge of an agent can be expressed as action-
conditioned predictions about its sensor values”

Implemented using general value functions (GVF).

Regular value function makes a prediction about the sum of 
rewards, when following a certain policy; GVFs generalize 
this to predictions about arbitrary signals. 

The question or semantics of a GVF is defined by a set of 
functions that specify what the GVF predicts; the 
approximated value of a GVF forms the answer.

example question: what is the value of sensor 1, given that 
I’m currently in state x and take action-sequence a1, a2, a1.



Meaning of a word

The set of all prediction related to a word can be interpreted 
as the meaning of that word.

Meaning is agent-specific, determined by:
experience of agent
sensors/actuators of agent
learning algorithms of agent (what questions are being 
asked and what is the quality of the answers)



Meaning is agent-specific

agent 1

agent 2

agent 3



Open Questions

To what degree can a computer program understand the 
meaning of a word or sentence, if it has never acted in the 
real world ?

Is there a benefit to modelling a task (be it NLP or computer 
vision) using reinforcement learning rather than supervised 
learning ?



Thank you!

Questions / Remarks ?


